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As one of the main form of mass culture，advertisements  seem to be an 
indispensable member in our everyday lives. But as the approaching of informational 
age, we cannot often see an effective, emotional advertisement. What is 
advertisements’ stimulating force? Do human deep psychological factors affect 
advertising results? Upon the basis of relevant archetype theories, this article brings 
the archetype theory of myth into the analysis of ads. It analyzes the model of 
character archetype in ads, from which we can find out a new way to create effective 
advertisements. 
The article is divided in five parts. In part one, by exploring and completing of 
the study results in archetype theory in western countries and in China, we found out 
the research gap，which presents the reasons and the meaning of the study. The 
Second one is the meaning of archetype theory the ads. It explains the definition of 
archetype, focusing on the theory of collective unconsciousness and archetype theory 
of Jung .Then it lists three principles of psychology of archetype in ads, which form 
theoretical basis for the combination of archetype theory and ads. Part three: Types 
analysis of characters of ads. It uses the personality theory of Jung such as heroes and 
the great mother. By the analysis and classification of many domestic and western ads, 
it summarizes ten archetypes: the great mother, the recluse, the ordinary, the love, the 
clown, the hero, the enchanter, the explorer, the newborn baby, the independent 
women. With the analysis of original source, the connotation, the method and the 
applying strategy of each archetype，it provides complete resources of archetype for 
the development of creation and brand of ads. The fourth part is Case 
Analysis——the analysis of myth archetypes in “Nanfang sesame paste”, which is an 
ad that typically uses the myth archetype. It mainly analyzes the usage of multi-figural 
archetypes, agrestic mode and the cultural archetype unity of heaven and man in the 
ads. The last part is the conclusion of the article, it presents some questions in the 
current usage of archetype and suggestions for promotion in advertisement research. 
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第一章 绪 论 
第一节   研究背景及意义 
























                                                        











































































































































































                                                        

































































数据库（1999—2009 年)、优秀博士学位论文数据库（1999—2009 年）。 
 













原型 9089 1353 159 
神话 10938 502 45 
广告 62981 1945 43 
神话 广告 114 0 0 
原型 广告 8 2 1 
原型 神话 504 27 13 




































Archetype Indicator Instrument）、《PMAI 指南:解释皮尔森原型指导工具向导》
（PMAI manual： a guide to Interpreting the Pearson-Marr Archetype 
Indicator Instrument）、《绘制出组织的灵魂:组织建构与改变中的易经理论》
(Mapping the organizational Psyche：A Jungian Theory of Organizational 
Dynamics and change)、中译本《很久很久以前:以神话原型打造深植人心的品
牌》(The Hero and the Outlaw: Building Extraordinary Brands through the 
Power of Archetypes)、中译本((影响你生命的十二原型:认识自己与重建生活
的新法则》(Awakening the Hero Within)、中译本《内在英雄》(The Hero Within)、




另外，目前比较有代表性的研究机构与组织有 Center for Applications of 
Psychological Type(CAPT 心理类型应用中心)和美国原型研究暨应用中心
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